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Music styles 
Soul, Funk, Disco, some Northern Soul, Reggae, some DnB,  
UK Garage, HipHop (80s, 90s and current urban),  
RnB (Nu-Soul, Old school & commercial new school) 
House (90s Classics, Soulful, Funky, US House) –  
generally mixing Cool Party Breaks with old-school scratching. 
 

Biography 
Salvatore Peppino is a relatively new DJing face in UAE club and bar culture. 
  
On the back of of 30+years working professionally as a club, bar and radio DJ in the UK 
alongside some of the biggest DJ names and clubbing brands in the industry under his 
got2befunky/Si Forestiero monikers, during his first 3 years in the UAE @djSalvPepp secured 
residencies in both Abu Dhabi and Dubai, was personally asked to guest with Ron E Jaxx for 
his 'Urban Education' stable and was  nominated for a prestigious TimeOut award-he was 
also approached to launch the 'Leave Your Boyfriend At Home' ladies' night brand at the 
spectacular Cavalli Club within Dubai's Fairmont hotel with respected local DJ David Craig.  
Salv was asked to play the sundown at the iconic 360 for ‘Cuts Above’, and returned for a 
2nd season at p&c in AD’s Shangri-La hotel working alongside highly rated DJ Allad so,all in 
all, it's been a busy 36months! Recent guest slots also include poolside sets for audiotonic at 
The Dek on Eight in Dubai’s Media One             Hotel and he has just become a contributor 
for influential INFUSION magazine. 
  

Acclaimed for his adaptability and  
DJing style, fusing varieties of old  
and new-school genres with  
creative mixing & scratching,  
@djSalvPepp has been getting  
attention from those who have  
seen him perform his unique  
blend of eclectic party breaks. 


